
Kuvempu trust-shivaganga 

Semi Annual Report (2016-17) (April 16th - Sep 16th) 

Centre: Echagatta - II 

Teacher: B Rangamma 

 In the span of six month in this particular year (2016-17) my interaction 

with students was very good and the overall view of curricular reports is 

mentioned below. 

Month: April 16 

 In this month, as it is a time of summer holidays very less number of 

students were present to the classes thus only songs and other cultural activities 

were carried on and to few children we thought the alphabets as they are not 

aware of at least the basics in the particular mother tongue with playing items. 

Month: May 16 

  The strength of students was tremendously decreased as all were gone to 

their relations home to enjoy the holidays. 

Month: June 16 

  After summer holidays, in this month students around strength twenty 

eight were attended the classes. They come at 6:00pm and at first prayer was 

held on before starting the classes. We teach from basics like Alphabets, 

numbers, sums, tables, words and soon as they forgotten everything in holidays.  

 It is important to take care of the academic subjects to score in that vision 

care is taken to teach how to read and write the lessons with deep knowledge 

regarding the same. On every Friday cultural activities are going on to attract their 

interest towards the classes and teachings. 

 The knowledge that gained from training at Bangalore is taught to the 

students to improve grasping level and also alphabetical and language knowledge. 



Along with studies the students were made to play with chips and other toys for 

English subject. 

Month: July 16 

 In this month twenty eight students were attended the classes and for 

twenty five days classes held on. Students daily attended the classes and they are 

present within the time the class starts at 6:00pm. Initially prayer is made by the 

students followed by meditation. For half an hour home work is make to 

complete and then we teach the lessons. Once again that already done at school 

and made they perfect in the same.  

 Rest of time students is made to practice and read the lessons in English 

and Kannada languages. We also teach them to solve the sums regarding 

addition, multiplicate, division and substraction by using banglore training 

materials like ganithmala abacus stand etc. and about Birds, Animals, Districts and 

Capitals, Vegetables, Parts of the body and made them perfect with great and 

deep knowledge about the subject. 

Month: August 16 

 In this month the classes held for about twenty seven days and the 

students are also attended with great interest and with in sharp time. As usually 

they made prayer before they start learning and initially completes the home 

work within half an hour after this they are recapped with the topics that are held 

on at school and made them perfect in those topics by repeated work on the 

same and this is followed by dictation of English and kannada languages and 

practicing tables, Alphabets, words and sums regarding addition and 

multiplication, division, substraction. 

 We made perfect in the basics regarding names of birds, animals, colours, 

flowers and vegetables by teaching them regularly and by giving written practice, 

and soon every Friday cultural activities were helded on Saturday painting and 

drawing is carried out and conducted test to the kids. 

Month: September 16  



 In this month the classes held for about twenty five days and the students 

are attended regularly with maximum strength of 25 out of 28. In this month also 

all those practices are made regarding with practicing the subjects of academics 

and also with other works as done in the previous months. 

 As the midterm examination is will be held soon in the school more time is 

taken to made perfect in their syllabus and to score more and good marks. 

Centre: Echagatta 1 

Teacher: R Rathanamma 

  In the span of six month in this particular year (2016-17) my interaction 

with the students was very good the overall view of curricular report is as 

mentioned below. 

Month: April 16 

  In the April month as usually it is a period of summer holidays only 

eighteen days of the month the classes were held and around 30 students were 

attended the classes. The attendance of students is varying as 28 in one day and 

27 at some other day and it goes on. From 19th of this month the classes are 

stopped as the students are went to their relations town to enjoy the holidays. 

Month: May 16 

 In this month also the holiday was continued. 

Month: June 16 

  In this month twenty five students were attended the classes that held on 

and the strength of students of different classes is as below 

3 students of 2nd standard 

4 students of 3rd standard 

7 students of 4th standard 



6 students of 5th standard 

5 students of 7th standard 

 As this month is soon after the summer occasion we held the classes with 

teaching basics including the kannada Alphabets called “Varnamala” and basics of 

vocabulary like “Kagunitha” “Oththakshara” and for practice home work are also 

given to make perfect in these things. Along with Kannada, the Alphabets of 

English and formation of words in English is also practiced to the students, on 17th 

to 20th of this month. I visited the training centre that held at Bangalore which 

provides the Training to teach the English which is a best training that I have seen 

ever. 

Month: July 16 

 In this month 28 students were attended the classes as the classes held for 

25 days. In this period we held the classes to teach the student with mathematics 

subject including simple mathematical operation like Addition, Substraction, 

Multiplication and Division. 

 Also we teach the things and concept that were held at the school and 

revised it once again in the centre to make perfect of the concept of Academics. 

The knowledge that gained from training at Bangalore is taught to the students to 

improve their grasping level and also English and mathematics and language 

knowledge also. 

 Along with studies the students are made to play with chips and other toys 

using chips they formed different shaped picture is an opportunity to improve 

their imagination power in maths subject. 

Month: August 16 

 In this month 27 students were attended the classes and for 25 days the 

classes were held. In this period we introduce new thoughts of learning. The 

students do the prayer and meditation to improve their grasping power for a 

period of 10min they are made to play with toys which given and increase the 

attraction towards the classes and made them to attend regularly with regular 



teachings the home work given as schools are also enquired and clearing the 

doubts if any regarding that. every Friday of the week cultural activities are 

engaged and on Saturday drawing practice were made with academic general 

knowledge is also given to them information of states and their capitals, districts 

and taluk of every state. 

Month: September 16 

 In this month 26 students attended the classes and about twenty five days 

classes were held on. We taught the students regarding the subjects with deeper 

knowledge and lesson in English and with poems, all are made perfect in vision of 

midterm which is held shortly in their schools all students were guided to read 

sincerely by storytelling and effectively for their midterm examination continuous 

revision is made to make them perfect. 

Centre: Ramenahalli;Teacher : Radhamma 

 My interaction with students was very good and overall view of curricular 

reports is mentioned below. 

Month: April 16 

  In this month the classes are not taken as the strength was very poor and 

only children were played with toys after their annual exams. 

Month: May 16 

 In this month also as previous month the classes are not held and students 

are enjoyed only their holidays with the sport items. 

Month: June 16 

  In this month we made perfect with the alphabets and basics in the 

languages. 

Month: July 16 



 In this month the students were belonging to one to fourth standard are 

practice with Kannada alphabets and English alphabets and tables. 

 

Month: August 16 

  In this month the students are practiced tables and alphabets and the 

home works are completed in the tuition which given at schools and the children 

also enjoyed with toys and by dancing we celebrated the Independence Day. 

Month: September 16 

  In this month test were held for the students of 3rd and 4th classes and also 

the teaching is done regarding the lessons and basics like tables, words and etc.. 

And oral test is also done regarding the same.the tests were done regarding 

Kannada and English for 5th to 7th std students and mistakes guided and drawing 

practice is also made regularly and after learning they are also enjoyed with 

playing among themselves. 

Centre: Ramenahalli; Staff: shankarmurthy 

In both April and May month centre is on holiday as the 6th and 7th students are 

not attended the classes. 

June16: In this month for the students of first and second standard numbers and 

alphabets are thought and for the students of third and fourth standard tables 

and simple words. Reading the sentences and difficult words and for students of 

fifth to seventh standard mathematics English and environmental science subjects 

are revised. 

July16: In the month for the students  both kannada and English languages are 

taught and for 5th and 6th standard students poems and lessons are recapped and 

for the students belongs to 7th standard students the schedule of subjects like 

maths, science and social was carried out as in previous month by using learning 

material. 



August16: In this month, for the students learned charts of vegetables, fruits, 

animals are introduced and teachings are given about the same, word formation 

and reading and writing the difficult words and poems are taught, introduction of 

Kannada poets and their pictures are given and Independence is celebrated along 

with regular schedule. 

September16: In this month for the students from 1 to 7th standard all the subject 

wise topics are taught of their academic and made them to make revision in order 

to better performance in the midterm examination and test conducted.  

Centre : Huluru 

Teacher : Subhith .M 

April: In this month we attended the teaching training from Jayashree akka and 

the usage of different learning tools usefull to the children is teached by her and 

we also attend the classes very regularly and collected the usefull knowledge. 

Here in this month the recap of previous year knowledge and provision is given to 

attain knowledge regarding the basics of the further standards of studies. 

May : In this month summer holidays are going on as we conducted cultural 

activities and paper cutting, drawing painting are helded on. 

June : From this month onwards we conducted the classes and for the 

fundamentals and basic concepts to be cleared so these concepts are teached 

with using Nalli-Kalicard, cubes, columns and different notation bars and parts are 

used along with charts and all that concepts are included to teach the concepts of 

mathematics and science to 5th to 7th standard students that we have learnt at 

Bangalore teaching programme. 

July : This month onwards the academic classes are helded on with those subjects 

the teachings regarding basics and mathematics, science are also teached on the 

basis of the training that we learned at Bangalore and from Jayashree akka. 

August : We give the practice for the students regarding culutural activities that 

they are going to perform on Independence day along with that the academic 

concepts are also teached and practiced. In this month also we are given the 



learning objectives for the student to attain the basic knowledge using the 

concepts learned from Jayashree akka. 

September : In this month we given more stress and importance regarding the 

midterm examination and conducted the “Memory test” for the students as the 

suggestion from Dr.GeethaDevi  for the improvementation of students in learning 

skill. 

Centre : Hullur 

Teacher : Sumithra C 

April :  In our centre we given a exam for the students and the classer are taken to 

those students whose performance was poor in the exam and teached the 

concepts again exam was conducted to made them perfect in the concepts of the 

previous year before they get joined to the next year. 

May :  Summer holidays are given to the children in schools thus weak strength of 

students is recorded at the centre. In this month paper cutting and flower making 

and colouring is taught to them. 

June :  In this month students are attended the classes from the day the centre 

started basic and recap sections are held and stress is given to made them perfect 

in basic of all subjects, alphabets, tables and words, in both English and kannada 

languages are taught and I attended the classes on 17-06-2016 to 20-06-2016 that 

are conducted at Bangalore regard English and mathematics training and the 

knowledge gained from the classes are shared with students and also teached to 

them. 

July : In this month, the attendance of students is maximum hence the group of 

few students are made and from each group an leader is selected and the classes 

are conducted and also revision and continuous practices and recap of the 

academic subjects are made to make the students firm in those subjects. 

August : Along with studies, the cultural activities and preparation regarding the 

same was held on this month for the celebration of Independence day. 



September : In this month midterm examination preparation is made to make 

firm in the academic. 

Centre : Thekalavatti 

 The semi annual report of the events that are held on month April to till 

September of 2016-17 is presented below. 

April : In this month from 1st of the same month to 10th classes are helded to 

provide the general knowledge about the present events as per the instruction of 

chief of the trust. After the 10th April summer holidays are given to the children. 

May : Summer holidays is going on in this particular month also. 

June ; Students from one to seven standard are attended the classes. For lower 

standard students like from first standard to third standard basic concepts in 

kannada language are thoughted and also numbers from one to fifty and simple 

words. Alphabets are thoughted from fourth standard onwards dictation, tables 

and difficult word knowledge and reading skills are taught to them. 

July : In this particular month I started to teach the concepts regarding their 

academic as they are already familiar with basics of language and core subjects. 

For first, second standard students basic language concept and tables in 

mathematics and colours, flowers weeks and months concepts are taught. 

For third standard to seventh standard students the lessons that are present in 

their academic books of same year of subjects like kannada, English, mathematics, 

environmental science are deeply and clearly teached to made them perfect in 

those lessons which are completed in their schools. 

August : In this month also the same schedule is followed, the academic concepts 

are taught and tests are conducted to make them perfect. As this the 70th 

Independence Day of the nation is celebrating through out our country in our 

centre also the Independence function is celebrated with joy. 

September : On the 5th of this month in honor to Dr.Radhakrishnan we celebrated 

teachers day. As the classes are regularly conducted the students are improved in 



their academic studies and performance and in order to improve their potential 

teachings are made vast to get and analytic necessary knowledge, and to get good 

score in their examination. To all the students the academic lessons and concepts 

of their classes are taught and practice of all the questions are made to make 

them perfect. 

Centre : Nagaraghatta 

Staff : H Nagarajappa;  D Ashoka 

April & May:  In these months the summer holidays is announced in the school 

thus the students are not attended the classes in evening so all students are made 

to come in morning and cultural, sports and crafting works are helded on April 

month for 3days we are taken the teaching training from Jayashree akka and the 

accessories are used to teach the students about mathematics and science. 

June :  In this month for 40 students of all standards are attended the classes for 

all of them good and deep teachings about the concepts and academic  is given 

and an sensiour effort is made to make the students active for studies. 

July: Along with the academics, for all 40 students the basic knowledge of English 

language and mathematics are teached, that we are learned at Bangalore training 

and with the use of tools and toys like cubes, columns, slates and different parts 

of body having and nogation on it are also used to give effective and permanent 

knowledge to all of them. 

August :  In august month as usually the classes are helded teaching the academic 

concept and also the general and basic concepts of mathematics, English and 

science for the students belongs to 5th to 7th standard students are done by using 

the Nali-kali kard, cubes and columns accessories and charts including all that 

concepts that we learned at Bangalore training centre are also teached to them. 

September :  In this month the teachings of the academic concepts are made 

sound as there is an midterm exam in the next month. All the students are 

instructed to make hard work to get good performance in the exam and in order 

to that maximum time is spended to make revision and practicing the subjects. 



Centre : nandana hosur Gollarahatti 

Staff : H. K .Ranganatha & N. Prasanna 

April : In this month summer holidays is announced at the schools hence the 

attandence is also poor at the centre also hence throughout this month cultural 

and paper cutting games are helded which make the students to enjoy the joy of 

holidays. Along with entertainment we also made them to complete their 

homework given at schools. 

May : In this month also along with other entertainment students are completed 

their home work which made their school teachers happy and B.E.O of the local 

area expressed their joy to the performance of the students regarding the 

completion of home work and interest to learning. 

June : In this month we conducted the classes and the fundamental, basics 

concepts are cleared using Nali kali card “Reckon Reck”  “Chips” a game that we 

had learned at Bangalore teaching centre on 3 days from Jayashree akka which 

helps to teach the fundamental concepts of mathematics, science for 5th to 7th 

standard and English to all. 

July : In this month for the student from all classes we continued to teach 

required basics and mathematics concepts along with academic subjects like 

tables alphabets and numbers, birds, even and odd numbers, months, weeks, 

days etc. For 5th to 7th standard students science, English mathematics knowledge 

is teached using the technique that we learned at Bangalore from Jayashree 

madam at creative school. 

August : In this month also the same schedule is carried on which is held at the 

previous months with better improvement in the skills of students celebration of 

Independence. 

September : In this month along with the regular schedule more care is taken for 

the preparation for midterm examination in order to get good result. 

 



Centre : Sondekola 

Staff : Chandrashekar B 

 From April month to the September month in our centre daily classes are 

going on and as a teacher I am sensiourly doing my job without any ignorance and 

all my students are very interest and regular for the classes. We conduct various 

activities in the centre before starting the classes such as meditation, prayer and 

so on. 

 All the students learn very sensiourly and I also take the classes with more 

interest and some students like Muruli K and Darshan V students are need to be 

improvised in Mathematics and Science subjects. 

 

Centre : Shivaganga ;Staff : Mangalagouri 

April : In this month we are dealing with general knowledge and basic concepts of 

several topics with students. 

May : In this month holiday is announce to the centre.  

June : In this month also we teached the basic and fundamental topics need to 

gain depth knowledge in the academics. For three days we are went to Bangalore 

to attend the training classes from Jayashree akka at creative school and learned 

the concepts of teaching regarding Mathematics and English subjects and we 

teach the same topics to the students using chips, reckon reck and slates, cubes 

charts to the students. 

July : In this month along with the academics we also teaching the English 

fundamentals using book-1 from Jayashree akka’s contribution and also 

mathematics concepts. 

August : With regular schedule in this month practice regarding cultural activities 

that are to be performed on the 15th August as the celebration of Independence 

day. 



September : In this month more attention is given for the midterm examination 

and hence more practicing of academic concepts is taken under consideration. 

Centre : Tailoring Training Centre Shivaganga 

Staff : Mangalagouri 

Timing : 11:00 - 3:00 Pm 

April :  In this month about 13 students are attended the classes to all of them the 

training about hemming, Paper cutting for the different formation of clothes like 

petticoat, hooks formation, stitches formation and other fundamental concepts 

are taught. 

May : In this month 14 students are attended the classes after making the 

practice of fundamental concepts they are now practicing the cutting and 

formation of sarry petticoat with regular dimension  and also the formation & 

cutting technique of blouse is also taught. 

June : In this month also 14 students are there for them know I am teaching 

about different types of petticoat formation like umbrella petticoat and also other 

forms and they are also learning very quickly at the end of this month extra 3 

students are added up to them hand stitching is made to practice. 

July : In this month 3 students are left the training because of their own reasons, 

for rest of students the cutting pattern and stitching of frock, umbrella frocks and 

chudidhar top, pants are taught and made them to practice with necessary 

dimensions.  

August & September : In this month for only six students the training classes is 

held on for them the stitching and cutting pattern of uniform lower pant, shirt, 

Blouse are taught. 

Centre : Shivaganga;Staff : Jayamma  

April :  In this month for 13 students embroidery and design making, cloth fixation 

on the frame and propagation of the cloth on the embroidery machine is 

practiced along with this designs like flower and leaf are taught. 



 For other 13 students  initial steps of bag making like holding position of 

the stick is taught. Formation of gents & ladies muffler shall are practiced. 

May : For embroidery students different designs of flowers are taught and made 

them practice. 

 Among the bag making students 3 are left out because of their own reasons 

for remaining students the formation of table cloth and shall, purse, wire bag are 

taught. 

June : In this month newly 5 students were joined the embroidery training for all 

them basic necessary things are taught and for all other students the embroidery 

designs like the formation of birds and flower on the cloth and formation of Dolls 

are all taught. 

` Among the students of Bag making section also these 5 students are newly 

introduced to all of these students also the fundamental things are teached for 

the old students the improved deisngs and formation of mats, wire bag, and 

decorative things are practiced. 

July :  For embroidery students the Rangoli,tendril and Mehandi designs are 

practiced along with regular design works. 

 For Bag making students, formation of “Kumkum thorana” wire bag, sholl 

purse and table cloth are practiced. 

August : In this month for embroidery students new designs of peacock, tendril, 

om and leaf are teached. They are practicing all the designs on their sarees. 

 Among the bag making students about 8 students are left the classes. 

September : For the embroidery students the formation of bags of office and side 

bag, small purse, and embroidery works on these things are practiced. For 4 bag 

making students other types of bags and shall, are practiced. 

 

 


